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Earlier this month, a customer 

arrived at my workshop with one 

of my least favourite repairs to 

take on: a carrier bag full of bits, 

a barrel, a forend and a stock. The classic 

meccano repair!

Now, I do have to say at this point that I 

don’t have a lot of patience for people who 

take their gun apart thinking gunsmithing is 

easy, then have to turn to a gunsmith to put 

it all back together. Guns are dangerous if 

you don’t know what you’re doing – a part 

missed out or not screwed up as tight as it 

should be can result in the gun failing at the 

very least, or in the extreme case blowing up. 

Would you re-shoe the brakes on your 

car with no knowledge of how they work? 

If you are wise, no! The same should apply 

to taking the action of your gun apart. The 

other problem is that when you deliver your 

deconstructed action to the gunsmith, how 

are they to know if all the parts are there? 

This can lead to all sorts of arguments, and 

usually with the gun being handed back to 

the customer still in pieces.

However, in the case of the gun bought 

to me, a venerable Miroku 800, it transpired 

that the gun had been taken to the owner’s 

local gun shop with nothing more than a 

broken fi ring pin. The owner was told that 

the gun was in a poor state and was quoted 

in excess of £300 to make all the required 

repairs. When the owner declined this offer, it 

was returned to him, by the shop, in pieces!

The gun fi nally arrived on my doorstep: a 

bit worn, as it should be after 40 odd years 

of good and faithful service, but nothing 

that rendered the gun unsafe or liable to 

fail – apart from the broken fi ring pin and the 

second one was also in poor shape. 

Miroku 800’s have a ‘disk set’ striker (fi ring 

pin) system, which means that the breech 

face has two removable disks that, when 

unscrewed, allow the fi ring pins to be taken 

out. In theory, this sounds easy, but often the 

disks are seized in the action and sometimes 

the fi ring pins are so badly miss-shaped they 

Safety
pins
Small yet vital, fi ring pins are easily replaced by a competent gunsmith, says Tim 
Greenwood, but tread cautiously if you try to do it yourself

Tim Greenwood has been 
a gunsmith for almost 30 
years and his skills are 
relied upon by many of the 
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Place a copper 
coin over the fi ring 
pin hole and pull 
the trigger, repeat 
for the other pin

Push the top leaver to the 
right, hold the button in on the 
face then gently allow the top 
leaver to return to the centre
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will not pull out of the action. As you can see 

in the picture below, the top fi ring pin was 

very badly miss-shaped, causing it to break, 

and the middle one has been attacked with 

a fi le to try to put more of a point on it to 

alleviate a miss-fi ring problem. The bottom 

fi ring pin is one of the new pair I have 

made to replace both, the whole repair with 

two new fi ring pins and re-assembly, cost 

considerably less than the price quoted by 

the owner’s local gun shop.

This all brings me to the subject of this 

month’s article – fi ring pins. Without fi ring 

pins in good condition, any gun, whatever 

the cost, will fail to fi re, yet a lot of 

shooters don’t realise that with a little bit 

of knowledge, they can be protected and 

made to last a very long time. 

Guns rely on a mainspring, propelling 

the hammer forward to strike the back of 

the fi ring pin, which is driven into the primer 

to ignite the propellant in the cartridge. 

There are two types of mainspring used, 

either a coil or V spring. There are one or two 

exceptions to this, namely the Winchester 23 

and the Vostok, but for the purposes of this 

article they should be treated as a V spring.

Often, when you buy a gun, you are 

either given or purchase a pair of snap caps 

– imitation cartridges with a brass insert 

where the primer would normally be – for the 

purpose of protecting the fi ring pin when dry 

fi ring the gun or to de-stress the mainsprings 

before putting the gun away. 

Unfortunately, over quite a short period 

of time, the brass insert in the snap cap will 

wear and a recess will form, so instead of the 

fi ring pin hitting the insert, the shoulder of 

the fi ring pin will hit the back of the breech 

face, which can cause it to fracture or to 

deform into a mushroom shape, which can 
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A variety of old, 
worn snap caps 
showing the 
typical ‘dimple’ in 
the brass primer 
insert

From top to bottom: the broken, 
the damaged, the shiny new

Just a few of the many 
types of fi ring pins 
fi tted to guns
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cause it to jam and not return as the gun is 

opened. Worn snap caps cause more fi ring 

pin breakages than any other reason I know 

of – apart from pulling the trigger without 

any kind of protection for the fi ring pin.

Relieving the tension on a mainspring 

when in store is desirable, but not at the 

cost of breaking a fi ring pin, so my method 

is as follows:

Take the barrel and forend off the action • 

and return the top leaver to its cantered 

position, either by pushing the little 

button on the breech face or depressing 

the leaver in the action fl oor

Place a copper coin over the fi ring pin • 

hole and pull the trigger. Re-set the 

inertia, if not a mechanical trigger by 

either moving the safety catch on and 

off, or gently tapping the butt of the gun 

onto a fi rm surface, and repeat for the 

other fi ring pin

Re-fi t the barrels and forend to the gun, • 

but don’t open: your mainsprings will 

now be de-tensioned and the gun ready 

for storage

Snap caps do have a use for dry mounting 

and fi ring, but must be replaced as soon as 

the brass insert becomes dimpled. I always 

buy the really cheap clear plastic ones and 

throw them away at the fi rst sign of wear. 

It’s cheaper than replacing the fi ring pins.

However, should the worse happen 

and you do end up with a broken fi ring 

pin, don’t despair or pay £300 to have it 

replaced, most gunsmiths will fi t a new 

one for you, either from the manufacturers, 

or as I do, by making one using silver 

steel, a lathe and if necessary a milling 

machine, for less than £50. But please, 

please, please remember, if your gun is 

properly serviced on a regular basis by a 

competent gunsmith, any indication of a 

faulty fi ring pin or weak mainspring should 

be picked up at that time, saving you a lot 

of frustration. 

● Tim offers a full gunfi tting service and free help and advice 
● He can do anything you need doing to your stock, barrels or 

action
● Tim specialises in wooden stock extensions matched to your 

existing stock 

● Tim will also make any specialist parts as required and offers 
full servicing and maintenance services

● Visit Tim’s website: www. greenwoodgunsmiths.co.uk or ask his 
advice by emailing asktheexperts@blazepublishing.co.uk

What can Tim Greenwood do for you and your gun? 

A lathe, a milling machine and a 
rod of silver steel are all that is 
needed to make a fi ring pin

A V spring 
Beretta SO 

side lock

A coil spring 
Miroku action
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